
WHITSBURY – ROCKBOURNE

5½ miles. Park by arrangement at Cartwheel PH CP. SU 1285 1885

Leave CP and  cross the road slightly north to a FP (SU 128 189) running due west at first. Path continues 
mainly SW to a cross path at SU 121 182. Keep straight on to another cross track at SU 1184 1771 and then 
go forward on same line for 100m to SU 1175 1762 and then turn left to head SE.  Continue to Marsh Farm 
and on same line beyond to road at SU 1210 1715. Cross to path opposite and continue ESE to a cross track 
at SU 126 169 where turn left to head NE. There is another track on the left at SU 1285 1715, but continue 
more-or-less NE to the road at SU 1320 1725.  Cross to track entering the wood and continue NE for 400m 
to a cross track at SU 1350 1765 where turn right to head SE at first. Leave the wood at SU 1375 1750, walk 
ENE for 200m and re-enter wood at SU 139176. Continue just north of east to reach the road at SU 147 178. 
Here turn left to head NW on the road for 500m to Roundhill Cross at SU 113 183. Continue NW into Long 
Steeple Lane and, at SU 140 188 take the FP on the left to head WSW to a wood at SU 135 187. Continue 
through the wood, W then N to emerge at SU 11328 1883. Here you could take a FP NW across paddocks 
direct to the church, but we walk NNW on a good track to SU 1305 1930 where we turn left to walk SW to 
the church. Go through the churchyard and almost due west to reach the road at SU 127 191. Walk left 
(SSE) down the road to the car park and Inn.
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